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Learning Objectives (Minimum of
three)

Speaker 1 (Name, Company)

Determine the accuracy of EnergyPlus
in predicting energy savings from
daylighting.
Characterize the impact of blinds,
furniture and exterior obstructions on
daylight modeling in EnergyPlus.
Be able to explain why the actual
occupancy and energy use of projects
in several different building sectors give Kristina Moores, Arup
designers a better understanding of the
building systems and their actual
operation.
Identify trends in buildings that are not
operating as intended, from change to
occupancy, equipment substitutions
during construction or operational
changes to the systems.

other

Confidence in the output of modelling tools is essential for the user. This
session will consider examples, in daylighting and whole building models, of
how commonly employed energy models compare with building EUIs (Energy
Use Intensities).

other

Identify and distinguish between site
data which * May be assumed as within
normal ranges * Must be measured or
otherwise confirmed
Energy modeling is often used in the context of ASHRAE 90.1 for evaluating
Establish reasonable accuracy
code compliance and percentage of energy cost savings. This session includes objectives and understand key
James V. Dirkes, The Building
presentations that show modeling techniques that go beyond this and use
accuracy- inhibiting limitations
Performance Team Inc.
alternative metrics, such as calibrating energy use against actual utility data, as Identify typical variables which are
well as evaluating source energy use and carbon emissions.
appropriate to measure as opposed to
assume or use a default value.
Outline a strategy for dealing with
important, but unknown energy-related
information

other

Large building projects require a significant investment in data input and
manipulation. This session shows how an extensive model was developed and
includes techniques for editing the resultantly large data sets. Methods to
improve the reliability of the model through sensitivity analysis are also
explained.

Describe several text-based editing
techniques that may be used when
working with large energy models.
Describe the modeling calibration
procedure by using sensitivity
analysis/uncertainty analysis
Evaluate building geometry, systems
complexity and energy saving
strategies used, and compile energy
modeling software requirements.
Compare and select energy modeling
software according to the prepared
requirements and weigh options for
additional software and workarounds
necessary.

other

The first half of this session will discuss and demonstrate the advantages of
modeling Computational Fluid Dynamics early in the design so that the most
efficient relationship between occupant comfort and energy efficiency can be
determined. The second half of the session will discuss various workflows and
techniques that can be used to calibrate unique system types in existing
buildings using HAP and Trane Trace modeling software.

Describe the key applications for
computational fluid dynamics
simulation in the HVAC industry.
Explain how technology and design
practices have changed to make
computational fluid dynamics practical
during the design phase of a ventilation
Jon den Hartog, Autodesk
project.
Define basic workflows for leveraging
3D CAD models as a basis of fluid flow
and thermal simulation and the types of
results that provide design insight.
Utilize a basic workflow to complete a
calibrated computer simulation.

other

Thermal bridging, daylighting and labyrinth ventilation systems create unique
challenges to the energy modeler and their modeling tools. This session
provides three case studies of how these types of systems can be better
modeled whether the modeler is using a simplified tool for early stage energy
use estimates or more complex modeling tools for final design decisions,
equipment and material selections. These presentations will also consider how
both minor and major building elements may be integrated into the assessment
of the needs and the performance of the engineering systems.

other

other

Ivan Ivanov, AECOM

Speaker 1 Qualifications/Biography (Limit 100 Words)

Speaker 2 (Name, Company)

Speaker 2 Qualifications/Biography (Limit 100 Words)

Speaker 3 (Name, Company)

Speaker 3 Qualifications/Biography (Limit 100 Words)

Approved GBCI
CE Hours

Is session
LEEDspecific?

Session meets
LEED-specific
requirements for
the following
LEED AP
Specialties:

Kristina Moores (PE, LEED AP) is a mechanical engineer and an associate at Arup in New York.

Rahul A. Athalye, Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory

Rahul Athalye, Analyst: Analyzes daylighting and energy simulations, compares and presents
results.

1 NO

N/A

Mr. Dirkes is the founding member of The Building Performance Team and loves to make HVAC
systems “sing” by reducing energy use and operating cost, and improving indoor environment and
productivity. He’s been involved in the design, commissioning, analysis and modeling of HVAC
systems since 1975 and is delighted when he’s able to delight teammates (including clients). He
believes that high performing buildings allow people to enjoy greater quality of life than they might
otherwise have and is proud to help his clients reduce overhead and improve competitiveness.

Michael Deru, National Renewable
Energy Laboratory

Michael has worked as a Senior Engineer at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
since 2000. After graduating with his bachelor's degree, he served in the Peace Corp for two
years in Cameroon to teach physics, and then worked for Westinghouse as a nuclear plant
engineer. He went from Westinghouse into Colorado State University's Ph.D. program, where he
worked at NREL as an intern. Upon completion of his degree, he joined NREL as an engineer. He
has managed the LCI Database from its launch and focuses his time on overseeing the
database's future direction, with a focus on fostering essential public-private LCA collaborations.

1 NO

N/A

Mechanical Designer and Energy Modeler,

Molly Curtz, Arup

Molly Curtz is a Mechanical Engineer in the Seattle office of Arup. She has more than a decade of
experience in building energy modeling. Initially choosing this field due to her interest in energy
Zheng O'Neill, United Technologies
efficient building design, she was further drawn into modeling by a passion for trying to figure out
Research Center
how to get things working correctly. She has developed models for design optioneering, code
compliance, life-cycle cost analysis, utility incentives, and LEED.

1.5 NO

N/A

1 NO

N/A

Zheng O’Neill is a Staff Research Engineer and Principal Investigator at the System Dynamics and
Optimization Group in United Technologies Research Center where she has been since 2006. Her
expertise is in building technology covering integrated building energy and control systems design,
modeling and optimization, real time decision support system in buildings for fault detection and
diagnostics, and low energy/net zero energy buildings. She received her Ph.D. in Mechanical
Engineering from Oklahoma State University in 2004, and is a registered Professional Engineer. She
is an active member of ASHRAE and IBPSA. She currently serves as a technical committee voting
member for ASHRAE TC 7.5 Smart Building Systems. She is also a member of the Board of
Directors of IBPSA-USA.

Jon den Hartog, P.E. is an Application Engineer for Autodesk. Jon works with MEP firms and building
product manufacturers worldwide to assess ventilation performance, occupant comfort, and air quality
Stuart J. Heisey, Entech Engineering,
using CFD. Many of his projects involve optimizing energy efficiency by leveraging displacement
Inc.
ventilation, natural ventilation, and other alternative strategies. Jon has a background in unmanned
aircraft development and is founder of a company in the clean tech industry.

Stuart J. Heisey, PE, is the Manager of Mechanical Engineering at Entech Engineering, Inc. in
Reading, PA. Over the course of his career, Mr. Heisey has designed HVAC systems for a wide
variety of building types ranging from cold storage warehouses to Hospital ORs to primary and
secondary schools and more. With a few exceptions, each of these systems utilized computer
modeling software to determine design loads and compare system options. With the latest surge
of green building design (most notably led by the USGBC LEED Guidelines) Mr. Heisey has
designed and modeled dozens of building HVAC systems with fully developed 8760 hour
simulations of annual energy use and cost. Nine of these buildings were designed, modeled and
submitted to comply with the requirements of LEED, comparing them to the ASHRAE 90.1
Baseline Building. For many of the building simulations, some aspect of the HVAC design cannot
be directly modeled by the simulation software of choice. As such, Mr. Heisey has developed
countless workarounds to mimic the actual operation of the building systems as designed. In
addition to modeling buildings based on design intent, Mr. Heisey has utilized building simulation
software for the purpose of developing calibrated models of existing buildings. Most recently, Mr.
Heisey has overseen the modeling, simulation and calibration of over four million square feet of
existing buildings under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol in Washington, DC. Models
have included the following system types: Induction Units, Dual Duct VAV, VAV with Reheat, Fan
Coil Units, Active Desiccant Dehumidification, Variable Refrigerant Flow, Dedicated Outside Air,
Geothermal Heat Pumps, and many others.

Describe the potential impact of
thermal bridges, such as concrete slab
edges and balconies, on building
energy consumption and thermal
comfort for a range of scenarios
Analyze alternatives for alleviating
thermal bridging issues,Describe how
SUNREL simulates buildings and
HVAC equipment.
David A. Hodgson, Union College
Create building input files for simple
buildings and equipment and then
simulate them with SUNREL (with the
help of product documentation).
Distinguish the critical factors in
designing a thermal labyrinth.
Distinguish the limiting factors in
designing a thermal labyrinth.

Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Liam Buckley, C.Eng, BEMP, is a Project Manager for IES Ltd; ‘International Sustainability
Consulting and Developers of the IES Virtual Environment’. Liam is an expert in sustainable
building design. His consulting work includes detailed HVAC energy analysis & optimization,
whole building dynamic thermal simulation, computational fluid dynamics, natural ventilation
analysis, renewable energy systems, occupant thermal comfort, daylight analysis and artificial
lighting design. Liam has worked on various high-performance buildings in five different
Susan Hayes, RDH Building
Engineering Ltd.
continents. He has broad knowledge of various international compliance and certification/rating
systems. Liam holds a Bachelors Degree of Engineering from Dublin Institute of Technology,
Ireland; a Masters Degree in Sustainable Energy from Brunel University in the UK; and is a
recognized Chartered Engineer in Ireland and the UK. Liam is an Independent Assessor for the
European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD); an Associate Member of ASHRAE
and an ASHRAE-certified ‘Building Energy Modeling Professional’ (BEMP).

Susan is a mechanical engineer with a focus on sustainability, experienced in the design of low
impact/low energy mechanical systems. Her background includes designing a range of HVAC
systems, from “traditional” VAV and fan coil to “state-of-the art” VRF, radiant slab & capillary mat, heat
pump, geothermal, solar heating & absorption cooling, and natural & displacement ventilation.

1.5 NO

N/A

This track focuses on using energy modeling to determine life cycle cost
analysis of energy conservation measures and comparison of modeled to
actual performance.

Achieve a greater understanding of the
concept and principles of LCA as well
as gain basic knowledge of: • the
recognized standards and guidelines, •
the accepted and reliable
environmental measures commonly
employed, • and the tools available.
Describe the stages of a Whole
Building Life Cycle Assessment
(WBLCA) and identify the essential role
Bridgette Baugher, Southland
of energy modeling in the process or
Industries
performing WBLCA.
Apply the principles of LCA in energy
modeling projects and contribute
valuable perspective to the design of
sustainable buildings.
Identify the minimum data required to
perform a life-cycle cost analysis and
how to compare the energy calculations
outputs with the energy consumption of
similar buildings.

Bridgette Baugher, CEM, LEED AP, is an energy engineer with Southland Industries. She is a
graduate of the University of Virginia, and has 5+ years of experience developing energy models in
Garold Hamilton, SmithGroupJJR
many different building types, with both new and existing construction. Recent projects have given her
the opportunity to merge predictive energy models with operational building energy use.

Current Position: Senior Mechanical Engineer – Associate. Gary has extensive mechanical
experience in the design and analysis of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems
for a variety of market sectors, but with special focus on Healthcare facilities. As the lead engineer
for the healthcare studio in the DC office, he manage all aspect of healthcare projects with an
Jerry Phelan, Bayer MaterialScience
engineering input. His responsibilities includes marketing, fee proposal, project scope definition,
budget development, quality control, system conceptualization and analysis, construction services
and project management. He has over 15 years of experience in design and construction
management, and his projects consistently receive above average ratings.

Jerry Phelan Codes & Standards Advocate LCA & Building Energy Performance Specialist Jerry
Phelan has been with Bayer MaterialScience in Pittsburgh for 32 years, where he has engaged in
Bayer’s business with polyurethane and polyisocyanurate insulation in Construction. He currently
serves in Bayer Polyurethane’s Advocacy Group where he is focused on Codes and Standards, LCA
and building energy performance. Jerry has been very active in PIMA (Polyisocyanurate Insulation
Manufacturers Association) for the last 18 years, where he is currently serving a fourth term on the
Board of Directors, co-chairs their Sustainability Task Group, participates on other task groups and
managed PIMA’s Life Cycle Assessment Project. He also actively participates in CPI and on the
ACC Building and Construction Team, is a Board Member on the Center for Innovation in Roofing,
and is a member of RCI, ASHRAE and NRCA. In recent years, Jerry has engaged in the areas of Life
Cycle Assessment, Whole Building Energy Analysis and building code development. He has authored
several white papers and journal articles describing these efforts and presenting results. Jerry holds a
B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering from the University of Rochester.

1 NO

N/A

This track focuses on the effective and efficient use of BIM in energy modeling.

Understand the steps required to
efficiently apply mechanical zoning and
load assumption data to a BIM model
for successful export via gbXML to
energy modeling software. ,Describe
value added by integrating BIM
software with energy modeling
processes.,Define and understand
“interval data” and current methods of
data collection,Explain how building
operators & consultants can obtain
access to their detailed energy use
data,Provide an Overview of the overall
Hugh Gaasch, Retroficiency
analysis process and how a BIM model
can be leveraged across the different
design phases and how some analysis
are better suited to certain software,
and best practices for maintaining a
coordinated design model in order to
avoid fragmentation and
disorganization.,Explain How to use a
BIM model for calculating LEED energy
EA credit 1 and Title 24 compliance
with tools like Green building Studio
and eQUEST and How to interpret and
report their results

W. Hugh Gaasch is responsible for development of Retroficiency’s on-demand Building Efficiency
Intelligence platform as it relates to mining building energy use interval data to identify savings
opportunities for customers. He has worked with utilities and other energy service providers for more
than 20 years providing value added energy efficiency consulting. Hugh’s innovative, market-tested
software IP enables utilities and others to cost-effectively prioritize high potential commercial
buildings and identify low and no cost efficiency improvements, while only needing a building’s
address and utility interval data. Previously, Hugh founded iEnergyData where he pioneered the idea
of mining interval data to identify energy efficiency opportunities. Prior to that, Hugh served as Chief
Engineer, Energy Efficiency Group at NSTAR Electric & Gas where he was responsible for the
technical aspects of implementing energy efficiency, including risk-assessments, and sensitivity
analyses on projected energy savings exceeding 100 million kWh savings across roughly 1,000+
projects on a per year basis. Hugh also served as President at Lenticular Solutions Inc. where he ran
a consultancy specializing in technical and strategic solutions for energy management and process
optimization. Hugh holds a B.S. and a M.S. in Mechanical Engineering.

Leo Salcé is an Architect and a Consultant with Microdesk. He specializes in Building Information
Modeling (BIM) technology Implementation in architecture and engineering firms both nationally
and internationally and helps integrate Sustainable Design applications into their workflow. Leo is
a designer with over 10 years of experience in Building Design, BIM/CAD Management and
construction documentation production. He has worked for various firms throughout the US,
working on a variety of projects ranging from high end residential to commercial and retail. He has
developed BIM/CAD standards for various architecture firms and government agencies
nationwide and abroad. He has a strong focus on enhancing and restructuring common design
Nicole Dubowski, Arup
practices and process workflows through innovations in building technology. He has developed
several training courses to integrate sustainable design analysis into the architecture design
workflow, integrating building information modeling and Visualization tools. Leo is a LEED AP
BD+C and holds a degree in Architecture and Computer Science from Universidad Católica
Madre y Maestra in the Dominican Republic, where he is also a Registered Architect and is an
International Associate AIA. He is an active educator, speaker and published writer on Building
information modeling and sustainable design techniques.

Nicole Dubowski is currently a Mechanical Engineer in Arup's New York office. She holds a Bachelors
of Architectural Engineering with a mechanical emphasis from the Pennsylvania State University. She
has worked on various building types, including airports, educational facilities, commercial and
residential properties from concept design to construction administration in the United States,
Europe, and the Caribbean. Nicole works on the analysis and design of sustainable buildings and
processes, interdisciplinary coordination, and managing Building Information Modeling as a design
tool.

1.5 NO

N/A

Liam Buckley, IES Ltd.

Leo Salcé, Microdesk
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Existing Building Energy Modeling Processes for Energy
Auditing and Operations and Maintenance Decision Making

Lessons Learned from Energy Modeling for LEED Projects

Modeling Contemporary HVAC Systems Using Off-The-Shelf
Whole Building Simulation Tools

60

60

90

GBCI CE HOUR APPROVALS

other

Briefly describe the various building
energy audit and modelling tools used
in the industry.,Describe how energy
models are beneficial in evaluating the
operation and maintenance benefits of
existing facilities. ,Define the benefits
This session considers the effectiveness of a range of simulation and modeling
of energy modeling in each phase of
tools in the assessment of building energy performance. It provides an overview
new design. ,Define how to use
of the value of using simplified energy modeling tools during the energy auditing
David C. Fishel, RLF Inc.
historical data to calibrate the model to
process and provides a demonstration of the process of evaluating a simplified
help develop further energy savings
tool’s accuracy when compared to more robust energy modeling software.
measures that result in a low risk
investment meeting managements
investment criteria. ,Describe how
energy models can be used to better
understand unfamiliar sites and
climates.

David C. Fishel, PE, LEED AP, Senior Energy Analyst David Fishel has over 25 years of experience
as an energy analyst and is responsible for the energy conservation and generation measures of RLF
designs. Using comprehensive energy models, David works closely with clients to identify energy
Shreya Agnihotri, Arizona State
strategies that minimize a facility’s immediate and future energy demands. Over the last few years,
University
David has successfully secured over $10 million dollars in rebates and incentives for energy savings
projects. These projects have resulted in a reduction of over 16,000 metric tons of green house gas
emissions per year and are self funding based on energy savings.

other

Describe how an ASHRAE 90.1
Appendix G Baseline Building is
“constructed.” ,Explain how changes to
the Proposed Building, such as
orientation, envelope, lighting, and
HVAC systems, directly impact the
Energy Model.,Calculate the Energy
Performance number for a building and
understand what that means in regard
This track focuses on lessons learned from the energy modeling of actual LEED
James S. Chidester, Chidester
to EAc1 of the LEED rating system.
projects.
Engineering, PLLC
Understand how other factors, such as
plug/process loads and renewable
energy generation, impact the Energy
Model and possible LEED
points.,Understand how other factors,
such as plug/process loads and
renewable energy generation, impact
the Energy Model and possible LEED
points.

Since February 2007, Jim Chidester has been the Owner and Managing Member of Chidester
Engineering, PLLC – a mechanical engineering and energy consulting firm. Jim has been in the
consulting engineering business for almost nineteen years. For fourteen of those years, he worked for
one of the region’s largest and fastest-growing architectural and engineering firms, where he served
as the Vice-President in charge of a fifteen-person MEP department. He has also taught as a parttime Engineering Instructor at the University of Arkansas – Little Rock. His expertise is in HVAC
systems design for commercial buildings, with emphasis in energy-efficient design, energy studies,
and energy modeling. In fact, he is the mechanical engineer-of-record for the first LEED – Gold
Certified building in the State of Arkansas. Jim is a USGBC Faculty member, a LEED AP BD+C, a
Certified Energy Manager and a Professional Engineer in thirteen states and Washington D.C. He
graduated Cum Laude with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Engineering with Professional
Concentration in Mechanical Engineering from Arkansas State University in 1993. Jim currently
serves on the Board of Directors for the USGBC-Arkansas Chapter , and has previously served as
the Chapter Chair, Chapter Vice-Chair and, for two years, as the Central Branch Chair. Jim is a
member of ASHRAE and the Little Rock Civitan Club. He was also named as one of Arkansas
Business Magazine’s Top 40 Under 40, for 2010. He is an enthusiastic guitar player and is an everhopeful, but long-suffering, Chicago Cubs fan.

other

Off-The-Shelf whole building simulation tools often do not have “canned”
libraries of contemporary HVAC system components such as ground source
heat pump heat exchangers, variable refrigerant flow systems and dedicated
outdoor air treatment systems. This session provides tools and techniques for
the practicing modeler to help develop system components, performance
curves and operating characteristic libraries for these contemporary systems for
use in the more common whole building simulation tools being used in the
industry today.

Explain the major obstacles in
modeling Variable Refrigerant Flow in
most modeling software programs.
Describe methods of modeling
Variable Refrigerant Flow technology in
3 modeling software programs.
Examine and decipher results from
modeling programs in relation to VRF
workarounds.
Heejin Cho, Pacific Northwest National
Describe an efficient method of
Laboratory
conditioning outside air, controlling
both temperature and humidity, using
constant dewpoint control.
Understand how to apply a
psychrometric spreadsheet and basic
psychrometric process equations to
estimate energy use of a complex
dedicated outside air system (DOAS).

Heejin Cho joined PNNL in 2009 as a research engineer after earning a Ph.D. degree in Mechanical
Engineering from Mississippi State University. His specialties are modeling, dynamic simulation,
optimization, and uncertainty analysis of energy systems, including alternative energy technologies,
HVAC systems and buildings. He is proficient in energy-building simulation programs including
Keith Swartz, Energy Center of
EnergyPlus, TNRSYS, Matlab and Mathcad. Dr. Cho’s research interests revolve around developing
Wisconsin
and improving advanced and sustainable energy technologies for buildings to increase overall system
efficiency, designing and enhancing energy efficient buildings, and developing an optimal control
algorithm for energy systems to minimize operational costs, primary energy consumption, and air
pollutants.

Keith Swartz is an Energy Engineer at the Energy Center of Wisconsin in Madison, Wisconsin.
His energy modeling for utility efficiency programs assists architects and engineers to make their
designs for new buildings more energy efficient. He also teaches training sessions for the building
energy modeling software eQUEST. Previously Keith designed HVAC, plumbing, and fire
Nick Conklin, Mitsubishi Electric
protection systems for the A/E firm Mead & Hunt in Madison, Wisconsin. Keith has degrees in
mechanical engineering from Iowa State University and in math from Wartburg College in Waverly,
Iowa.

Design an implementation strategy
based on your company's workflow that
will improve information access and
decision making.
Design a feedback strategy that
measures the success of infinite
computing and your improvements in
Lisa C. Ng, National Institute of
decision making.
Standards and Technology
Understand the potential energy
impacts of assumed building envelope
airtightness values in energy models
Provide an overview of sustainable
design strategies for energy efficient
buildings.

Mechanical Engineer Indoor Air Quality and Ventilation Group National Institute of Standards and
Technology

Robert E. Middlebrooks, AIA, is an Industry Program Manager for Buildings with Autodesk, Inc.
specializing in MEP and Structural BIM, Sustainable Design and IPD adoption. Bob is an
Architect with over 28 years experience as a former principal of Clark Nexsen. Robert is a past
AIA National Board Member, currently serving on the AIA Contract Documents Committee. As a
member of the Industry Strategy and Relations Team he focuses on future practice change along
with special projects, research, and key industry group collaboration, including rapid energy
modeling, laser scanning, digital fabrication, infinite computing and BIM enabled sustainable
analysis.

Describe the importance of measuring
and monitoring building energy flows.
Define the process for implementing
parallel energy models with actual
building operations.
C. Birk Jones, University of New
Understand the values of 3 different
Mexico
analysis platforms through a real-life
case study.
Learn how to assess energy and cost
savings results through a geothermal
heat pump analysis platform.

C Birk Jones graduated from the University of California
C.
California, Davis in 2004 with a bachelors degree in
Civil & Environmental Engineering. At the University of New Mexico he received a Masters Degree in
Construction Engineering in 2009, and is continuing on as a Ph.D. candidate in the Mechanical
Engineering Department. He has worked as a design and construction engineer and currently works
for a mechanical contractor, Yearout Mechanical, Inc. in Albuquerque, NM, as the Sustainable
Liam Buckley, IES Ltd.
Solutions Department Development Manager. His performs energy audit and management services
for commercial building owners. As a research assistant in the Mechanical Engineering Doctoral
Program, Jones is investigating optimal strategies for reducing energy use in existing commercial
buildings. His research includes the completion of a Building Energy Retrofit Testbed that will act as a
living laboratory to closely assess and link energy models with actual equipment operations.

Liam Buckley, C.Eng, BEMP, is a Project Manager for IES Ltd; ‘International Sustainability
Consulting and Developers of the IES Virtual Environment’
Environment . Liam is an expert in sustainable
building design. His consulting work includes detailed HVAC energy analysis & optimization,
whole building dynamic thermal simulation, computational fluid dynamics, natural ventilation
analysis, renewable energy systems, occupant thermal comfort, daylight analysis and artificial
lighting design. Liam has worked on various high-performance buildings in five different
continents. He has broad knowledge of various international compliance and certification/rating
systems. Liam holds a Bachelors Degree of Engineering from Dublin Institute of Technology,
Ireland; a Masters Degree in Sustainable Energy from Brunel University in the UK; and is a
recognized Chartered Engineer in Ireland and the UK. Liam is an Independent Assessor for the
European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD); an Associate Member of ASHRAE
and an ASHRAE-certified ‘Building Energy Modeling Professional’ (BEMP).

Annie Marston, Ph.D., graduated with a Ph.D. in Building Technology / Sustainable Energy
Technology from the University of Nottingham in 2009. Annie is currently working as a Building
Performance Analyst at Ebert and Baumann Consulting Engineers Inc. in Washington D.C. Her role is
focused on using energy modeling to analyze energy reduction strategies for single buildings(e.g. for Nathan Kegel, IES Ltd.
LEED projects) up to campus- and even city- and countywide energy efficiency plans. She is also an
expert in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications for building design and performance
analysis and evaluates natural daylight and lighting levels in buildings.

Engineer/HVAC Designer at Arup; B.S. Architectural Engineering from University of Kansas,
Lawrence;

T-230-2

Carrying Forward Modeling on a Cloud

90

other

The use of cloud computing is providing access to greater computing power
than was previously readily affordable. This session provides examples of how
this is allowing more extensive modeling to improve project sustainability and
looks forward to the potential benefits of more complex simulation tools. An
example is given of coincident IAQ and energy modeling that could, in future,
benefit from a more extendible modeling environment.

W-845-1

Early Stage Analysis and Model Based Commissioning

90

other

This session will examine several case studies that will review pre- and post
construction energy model analysis. The pre-construction case study will review
three interoperable platforms utilized to analyze multiple components of the
early building design. The post construction case study will review how energy
models can be utilized along with actual building operation to enhance the
commissioning process and determine faults and potential performance
enhancing changes.

other

Discover how to integrate performance
analysis and modeling into the earliest
stages of design and how it benefits
the entire project.
Understand the benefits of having an
integrated analysis model throughout
This session will provide real world examples of how to optimize energy
the design process to the architect,
performance at higher education facilities and campuses while providing
Annie Marston, Ebert and Baumann
engineer, contractor, owner, and
practical ways to model complex and sometimes challenging large scale energy
Consulting Engineers Inc.
commissioning agent.
using and energy producing systems.
Explain how to model a chilled ceiling
in EnergyPlus.
Understand how to go about looking at
and modelling an enthalpy wheel when
it is not possible to chose this
component as a whole in EnergyPlus

other

Most real life building HVACR engineering is not a ‘standard’ system: due to
scale or complexity, it requires bespoke ‘workarounds’ to facilitate high
performance designs. This session will illustrate techniques to successfully
exploit modeling to produce effective solutions through examples of novel heat
recovery techniques and a large scale project .

M-4-2

Optimizing Energy Performance in Higher Education

T-115-1

Modeling Complex, High Performance Buildings and
Systems – A Case Study

60

60

Describe some of the advantages and
limitations of the simulation software
eQuest®.
Describe how non-standard systems
can be modeled in eQuest®
Explain why both enthalpy recovery
Kyle M. Adams, Arup
wheels and wrap-around heat pipes
would be combined with a Under-Floor
Air Distribution (UFAD) system.
Apply lessons learned here to improve
checking that any model is being
properly simulated

Robert Middlebrooks, Autodesk

Liam Buckley, IES Ltd.

1 NO

N/A

1 NO

N/A

Nick is the Application Engineering Manager for the Engineering Solutions & Services Department at
Mitsubishi Electric.

1.5 NO

N/A

Varun Singh is Sefaira’s Vice President of Engineering, and is responsible for engineering R&D
behind Sefaira products, as well as client engagements. Prior to joining Sefaira, he spent a decade in
academia and industry developing engineering software and providing consulting services to wide
ranging clients ranging from government agencies, utility companies to Fortune 500 corporations. At
the University of Maryland, he was the lead engineer for CoilDesigner, the industry leading software
for designing energy efficient heat exchangers and HVAC systems. Also, he initiated development of
an analysis and recommendation platform for energy auditors to address the rising concerns of
renovating existing buildings. Thereafter, he joined the Emcor Group as an energy consultant,
providing a wide range of professional services ranging from energy efficiency retrofits to recommissioning projects. He obtained an M.S. from U.C.L.A. and a Ph.D. from University of Maryland College Park, in Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mathematics. He is a LEED Accredited
Professional in building design and construction.

1.5 NO

N/A

1.5 NO

N/A

Project Manager - IES Consulting Business Development Manager - IES Software Over 10 years
of experience in building design and simulation on a variety of projects ranging from several
hundred thousand dollars to hundreds of millions. I've lead efforts to integrate building
performance simulation into the design process. In my present role, I help a large software
development team improve the process of using BIM as an analysis tool and help design
professionals understand the current best practices for successful integration of BIM &
interoperability schemas on their projects.

1 NO

N/A

Liam Buckley, C.Eng, BEMP, is a Project Manager for IES Ltd; ‘International Sustainability
Consulting and Developers of the IES Virtual Environment’. Liam is an expert in sustainable
building design. His consulting work includes detailed HVAC energy analysis & optimization,
whole building dynamic thermal simulation, computational fluid dynamics, natural ventilation
analysis, renewable energy systems, occupant thermal comfort, daylight analysis and artificial
lighting design. Liam has worked on various high-performance buildings in five different
continents. He has broad knowledge of various international compliance and certification/rating
systems. Liam holds a Bachelors Degree of Engineering from Dublin Institute of Technology,
Ireland; a Masters Degree in Sustainable Energy from Brunel University in the UK; and is a
recognized Chartered Engineer in Ireland and the UK. Liam is an Independent Assessor for the
European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD); an Associate Member of ASHRAE
and an ASHRAE-certified ‘Building Energy Modeling Professional’ (BEMP).

1 NO

N/A

MS in Built Environment Presented this topic as a part of the research for the MS Thesis

Varun Singh, Sefaira, Inc.

Provider:
Conference:

ASHRAE
2012 Energy Modeling Conference in Atlanta

GBCI CE HOUR APPROVALS

Understand how to calibrate energy
simulations of existing buildings to
metered energy data.
Assess the ability of a calibrated
building energy model to predict energy
savings from building enclosure
retrofits.
Apply building energy simulation tools Brittany Hanam, RDH Building
to evaluate the efficacy of thermal
Engineering Ltd.
energy storage as a complement to
wind generated energy.
Compare and contrast partial versus
full thermal energy storage and time-ofday utility structures as a means to
increase energy efficiency and
economy.

Brittany is a building science engineer(EIT) who specializes in energy analysis. Her work experience
includes a wide range of projects including numerous energy assessments, energy modeling, building
Judith Peters, LKPB Engineers, Inc.
enclosure condition assessments, forensic investigations, building monitoring, and field review and
testing services for rehabilitation and new construction projects.

T-415-2

Applying Models to Predict Long Term Impacts of Building
Modifications and Alternative Systems Operation

75

other

This group of case studies looks at long term implications of building fabric
modifications, air distribution strategies and performance standards on the
extended use, cost and energy use of environmental systems.

W-845-2

Modeling to Predict Energy Savings

90

other

Utilize custom-built 8,760 spreadsheets
for simplified energy modeling of Data
Centers.
Describe various energy saving
Producing evidence of the potential to save energy is fundamental to improving
opportunities within data centers and
the energy performance of both planned and existing buildings. This session will
how each is related.
Dana Etherington, CRB
show how models are used to drive the design process and ensure that there
Explain when/how to incorporate CFD
are realistic expectations of saving energy and reducing carbon emissions.
modeling into the analysis.
Define appropriate server rack inlet
temperatures and RH levels to maintain
efficient operation.

other

Identify building energy performance
differences between designing to
ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.12010 compared with
ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard
189.1-2009.
Understand the research methodology
Energy modeling in its different applications is the common way to evaluate and
Dr. Jian Zhang has been with Pacific Northwest National Laboratory as a research engineer since
and analysis used to model wholeverify compliance with codes and standards. This session includes results of a
July 2009. With his energy modeling expertise he has contributed to several DOE funded research
building energy use intensities (EUIs) Jian Zhang, Pacific Northwest National
John Hogan, Seattle Department of
parametric study that analyzes the modeled energy use of buildings that comply
projects, such as Commercial Building Partnership Program, Upgrade ASHRAE Standards 90.1 and
for 16 building prototype models in 17 Laboratory
Planning and Development
with ASHRAE 90.1 and ASHRAE 189.1 and also highlights the challenges that
189.1, and development of ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guides and Advanced Energy Guide
climate locations.
modelers encounter when applying energy efficiency standards to their models.
for Existing Buildings.
Determine whether the energy
modeling includes all the pertinent
information to estimate the entire
energy consumption of the building.
Understand how to critically assess
whether modeling claims of energy
saving improvements are credible.

T-115-2

Challenges in Using Models to Evaluate and Uphold the
Standards

60

Current position - mechanical engineer/energy engineer Masters of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering - masters thesis involved using EnergyPlus and CFD to model
displacement ventilation. Relevent Employment Experience Extensive experience with EnergyPlus
and Trace 700. Modeled a LEED Platinum building and participated in the integrated design
Stillman Jordan, University of Texas at
process involving academic buildings, historic buiding retrofits, and medical facilities. Involved in San Antonio and HDR Engineering
energy studies to assist commercial enterprises in better management of energy use. Evaluated
in excess of 20 buildings for Energy Star designation. Currently working on innovated uses for
energy modeling for commercial buildings, including green leases and tenant accountability.

I am a Building Performance Analyst at SOM and have 3 years experience performing energy and
Dana is an Energy Engineer with CRB Consulting Engineers in Cambridge, MA specializing in
other simulation analyses using a variety of software. My primary expertise is using EnergyPlus. I
optimization of high tech facilities and systems, including; Clean Rooms, Labs, Data Centers and
have served as a Subject Matter Expert in the NREL job task analysis of energy modeler, and
Jason Kirkpatrick, Skidmore Owings &
others. Dana has several years of experience in data center optimization coupled with Computational
have also served as a consultant to the LBNL development of an EnergyPLus GUI. I have
Merrill LLP
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). He is a Certified Energy Manager and LEED Accredited Professional (BD+C
performed energy simulations for several large buildings totaling several million square feet, and
specialty) and is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in Energy Engineering at UMass Lowell.
utilizing a number of advanced mechanical systems such as UFAD, DOAS, and Hybrid
Geoexchange systems.

Strategic Energy Code Advisor:John Hogan has been the Strategic Energy Code Advisor for the
Seattle Department of Planning and Development, where he has been writing and implementing
Energy Codes for over 30 years. In addition to Seattle, John also participates in State, regional,
national, and international work on Energy Codes and standards. - John is active on a variety of
ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
committees: member of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 Committee (Energy Standard for Buildings
Zhiheng (Jay) Lei, DLB Associates
Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings), and first chair of ASHRAE/USGBC/IESNA Standard 189
Committee (Standard for the Design of High Performance, Green Buildings Except Low-Rise
Residential Buildings). - John is active in the ICC development process for the IECC (International
Energy Conservation Code) and the IGCC (International Green Construction Code).- John is a
licensed architect, registered mechanical engineer, and LEED Accredited Professional.

Stillman graduated at the top of his class from the University of Texas at San Antonio with his
Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering. He is currently pursuing his Master’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering while attending the University of Texas at San Antonio part time. He is six
credit hours from completing his master’s degree and is currently doing research and writing his
thesis on a topic related to energy modeling. In particular his goal is to discover ways to make energy
modeling easier and more accurate. Easier and more accurate energy models will lead to the design
of more energy efficient mechanical systems. Professionally Stillman is a full time Mechanical
Engineer in Training (EIT) at HDR Engineering where he designs mechanical HVAC systems and
performs energy models on the designed buildings. He will be testing for his PE license in October of
this year. He is also very involved in the community at large. In ASHRAE he is the chairperson in
charge of the local Young Engineers in ASHRAE chapter. He is also on the local ASHRAE board of
governors and a member of the sustainability committee. He has given several presentations for the
local ASHRAE chapter on applying ASHRAE Standards 62.1 and 90.1 in HVAC system designs. He
was also on a panel discussion on how energy modeling can be effectively used in the HVAC design
field.

1 NO

N/A

1.5 NO

N/A

1 NO

N/A

